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Location & Address
       Arrive safely in the 
               „Region for Families and Children“

The „Region for Families and Children“, Günzburg County 
is centrally located in Southern Germany halfway between 
Stuttgart and Munich at the hub of the freeways A 7 / A 8. 

The herein mentioned tourist attractions represent only a 
small choice of free time activities in this „Region for families 
and children“. Detailed information is available in various 
brochures, i.e. guides for culture and museums, guides for 
hiking and bike paths or in the „journal“ of the „Region 
for Families and Children“ including an up-to-date list for 
accommodations.

Information about the „Region for Families and Children“

Regionalmarketing Günzburg GbR
An der Kapuzinermauer 1, 89312 Günzburg       
Phone +49

 

82

 

21/95

 

140, Fax +49

 

82

 

21/95

 

145
E-Mail: service@landkreis-guenzburg.de

www.familien-und-kinderregion.de



Culture at Every Turn
       In search for historic traces
                         of Günzburg country

Interesting and manifold – whoever travels to the „Region 
for Families and Children“ will enjoy the first-class discovery 
tour where also children have plenty of fun. Here, amidst 
the Swabian Baroque Corner (Barockwinkel) visitors will be 
amazed by the cloister Wettenhausen and the Frauenkirche 
of Günzburg, the forerunner of the world-famous Wieskir-
che. 17 museums, among them the Bavarian School Museum 
in Ichenhausen, are worth a visit not only in bad weather. 
Castles and mansions may be found all over the whole coun-
ty, like the Hürben Moated Castle of Krumbach, one of the 
oldest buildings of Bavaria. 

Well-known throughout the region is Maria Vesperbild, a 
place of pilgrimage, and the park of Castle Seyfriedsberg ne-
arby is inviting for a stroll among its exotic plants. In the Spa 
Krumbad you may find traces of the „Water Doctor“ Sebasti-
an Kneipp. Vivid handicraft and tradition can be discovered 
in the Kreisheimatstube (Native Parlor) Stoffenried. You will 
find useful hints and information around the cultural offe-
rings of the Günzburg county in the brochure „Kultur-Erleb-
nis pur“ and in the museum guide of the Günzburg county 
„Museen im Landkreis Günzburg“. 



Hiking & Biking   
       The right spot of land 
                         for active vacations

The „Region for Families and Children“ is ideally appropriate 
for active vacations. Bikers enjoy the well signposted, fami-
ly-friendly bike lanes along the rivers Günz, Kammel and 
Mindel. They go past numerous places of interest and offer 
a varied landscape which makes a family outing a real treat. 
Bikers may find three handy tour descriptions for the Günz-, 
Kammel- and Mindel-Valley bike-lanes useful with maps, list 
of accommodations and stops for a bite to eat.

Whoever would rather explore the region on foot will find 
a number of attractive theme hiking trails, i.e. Holzwinkel, 
the Oberegger reservoir or the „Planetenweg“ (Planet Walk, 
a walking scale model of the solar system). On clear „Föhn“-
wind days a beautiful view into the Alps is possible near 
Aletshausen. With a little bit of luck families may be able 
to watch storks along the river Günz and its reservoirs. For 
all hikers the brochure „Wandern, Walken, Wohlfühlen“ is 
recommended.        

„Rauf auf’s Rad“ – Special Guide to order

Bike lanes along the river, Roman bike hiking trails, a pota-
to-tour („Kartoffel-Tour) and many more: Ask for the flyer 
„Rauf auf‘s Rad“ Phone +49 82 21/95 140, Fax +49  82 21/95  
www.familien-und-kinderregion.de 
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A Region with a Perspective
       Central business location 
                          and adorable region to live

The „Region for Families and Children“, Günzburg County in 
Southern Bavaria not only offers a lot for visitors but also for 
entrepreneurs. The region Bavaria Swabia – halfway between 
the regional centers Augsburg and Ulm – is an attractive, 
rising business location.

At the border of Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg the „Regi-
on for Families and Children“ unites the best of both Federal 
States – history, culture and gastronomy. With high buying 
and economic power, low commercial tax as well as already 
established corporations it can score among the economic 
industries. Attractive industrial estates, a superb infrastruc-
ture and the central situation in the midst of Europe make 
this region very interesting for corporations. 



     

Gastronomy and Hosts
       Feel good and enjoy 
                the „Region for Families and Children“

For families with children Günzburg County is a great expe-
rience. Family-friendly costs and child-oriented accommoda-
tions provide for relaxed vacations. The offer is as varied as 
the region itself: Farm holidays, so-called Heuhotels (Hay-Ho-
tels), LEGOLAND-Partner hotels, Kinderland-establishments, 
especially family-friendly hotels, boarding houses or home 
stay, as well as campsites at the lake.

Also sustenance is provided: from Swabian specialties to 
international cuisine – a visit to a restaurant or an inn in the 
„Region for Families and Children“ is a culinary pleasure and 
will meet the taste of your family.

Right at the entrance to LEGOLAND® Deutschland and at 
the Günzburger Schlossplatz you will find the Touristinfos 
with information about accommodations.

You may book accommodations by calling 
+49 82 21/200 700. Accommodations can also be found on 
the website www.familien-und-kinderregion.de
 



     

Attractions Not Only for Kids
        Attractive leisure activities for 
              children, teenagers and the whole family

There is a lot to be discovered by youngsters and teenagers in 
the „Region for Families and Children“: The main attraction 
is LEGOLAND Deutschland, of course. The Allgäu-Skyline-Park 
near Mindelheim is especially for the older juveniles. To get 
the adrenalin flowing there are fast roller coasters. 

Smaller and bigger water rats will enjoy the Gartenhallen-
bad (indoor swimming pool) at Leipheim or splash around at 
the Oberrieder Weiher and Silbersee. Additional tips are the 
playground knight-style at Winterbach, the barefoot park on 
the banks of the river Glött and the bog path of Jettingen.

Also special guided city tours for children are available and 
many „animal pleasures“ like an ostrich farm, a raptor park, 
horseback riding or petting zoos will guarantee an eventful 
afternoon. You will find more in our brochure „Hits für Kids“.



     

LEGOLAND® Deutschland 
           A theme park 
                        for the whole family

Visitors can expect a world full of colorful stones, lots of fun 
and cheerfulness at the world-wide 4th LEGOLAND theme 
park in Günzburg. Over 40 attractions wait for little and big 
discoverers – from rides to shows and numerous chances to 
be creative. As of recently the new Pirate Land attracts with 
splashing adventures. One thing should not be missed: the 
MINILAND®, with towns and buildings in miniature rebuilt 
with 25 millions of LEGO® stones.

Things to do in less sunny weather

The „Wichtelland Burgau“ (land of dwarfs), the  „Bavaria 
Kartbahn Günzburg“ (go-cart track) or the Steiff-Museum 
nearby are tourist attractions for the whole family even in 
bad weather.

LEGOLAND Deutschland:  The actual opening hours you will 
find on their website www.legoland.de or Hotline 
+49 82 21/700 700. Directions: Autobahn A 8 Stuttgart 
–  Munich, Exit Günzburg. Shuttle-Bus 
between trains station Günzburg (Stop IC and Regional 
trains) and LEGOLAND Deutschland.


